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RAHUL SHARMA
Gender Male
Date of Birth 08-03-1994
Day of Birth Tuesday
Time of Birth 07:20
City Delhi, India
Lat , Long 28.6273928 , 77.1716954

 
Avakhada Chakra
Lagn/Asc Pisces
Lagn/Asc Lord Jupiter
Rashi Capricorn
Rashi Lord Saturn
Tithi Dashmi, Krishna
Nakshatra Uttarasada
Nakshatra Lord Sun
Nakshatra Charan 3
Nakshatra Diety Vishwadeva
Yoga Variyana
Karan Balava
 
Varna Vaishya
Yoni Nakul
Gana Manush
Naadi Antya (Kapha)
Vashya Chatushpada
Varga Sinha
Janm Naamakshar Ja

Ghat Chakra
Ghat Month Vaishakh
Ghat Tithi 4-9-14
Ghat Day Tuesday
Ghat Nakshatr Rohini
Ghat Yoga Vaidhriti
Ghat Karana Shakuni
Ghat Prahar 4
Ghat Varga Mushak
Ghat Lagn(As) Aquarius
Ghat Surya Aquarius
Ghat Chandra Leo
Ghat Mangal Pisces
Ghat Budh Sagittarius
Ghat Guru Aries
Ghat Shukra Taurus
Ghat Shani Capricorn
Ghat Rahu Gemini
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RAHUL SHARMA
S. No. Planet Name Rashi Degrees Nakshatra Nak Lord Nak Pad
  Asc/Lagn Pisces 12 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' Uttarbadrapad Saturn 1
1 Sun Aquarius 11 s 23 ° 29 ' 10 '' Purvabadrapad Jupiter 2
2 Moon Capricorn 10 s 04 ° 55 ' 14 '' Uttarasada Sun 3
3 Mars Aquarius 11 s 06 ° 48 ' 43 '' C Shatbhisha Rahu 1
4 Mercury Capricorn 10 s 29 ° 00 ' 13 '' Dhanishtha Mars 2
5 Jupiter Libra 07 s 19 ° 55 ' 29 '' R Swati Rahu 4
6 Venus Pisces 12 s 05 ° 34 ' 40 '' Uttarbadrapad Saturn 1
7 Saturn Aquarius 11 s 10 ° 44 ' 17 '' C Shatbhisha Rahu 2
8 Rahu Scorpio 08 s 03 ° 48 ' 50 '' R Anuradha Saturn 1
9 Ketu Taurus 02 s 03 ° 48 ' 50 '' R Krittika Sun 3

House Begin Mid End
1 11 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 12 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' 12 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
2 12 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 01 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 01 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
3 01 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 02 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 02 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
4 02 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 03 s 06 ° 24 ' 55 '' 03 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
5 03 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 04 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 04 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
6 04 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 05 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 05 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
7 05 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 06 s 06 ° 31 ' 17 '' 06 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''
8 06 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 '' 07 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 07 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
9 07 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 08 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 08 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
10 08 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 09 s 06 ° 24 ' 55 '' 09 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 ''
11 09 s 21 ° 25 ' 59 '' 10 s 06 ° 27 ' 03 '' 10 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 ''
12 10 s 21 ° 28 ' 06 '' 11 s 06 ° 29 ' 10 '' 11 s 21 ° 30 ' 14 ''

Lagna Chart Navamsha Chart [D-9]
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RAHUL SHARMA
Vinshottari Antar Dashas

Sun 20-06-1990 00:20 20-06-1996 00:20
Sun → Sun 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Moon 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Mars 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Rahu 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Jupiter 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Saturn 25-04-1993 22:52 07-04-1994 22:23
Sun → Mercury 07-04-1994 22:23 12-02-1995 09:19
Sun → Ketu 12-02-1995 09:19 20-06-1995 05:21
Sun → Venus 20-06-1995 05:21 20-06-1996 00:20

Moon 20-06-1996 00:20 20-06-2006 00:20
Moon → Moon 20-06-1996 00:20 20-04-1997 09:10
Moon → Mars 20-04-1997 09:10 19-11-1997 10:33
Moon → Rahu 19-11-1997 10:33 21-05-1999 07:16
Moon → Jupiter 21-05-1999 07:16 19-09-2000 07:00
Moon → Saturn 19-09-2000 07:00 20-04-2002 14:12
Moon → Mercury 20-04-2002 14:12 20-09-2003 00:26
Moon → Ketu 20-09-2003 00:26 20-04-2004 01:49
Moon → Venus 20-04-2004 01:49 19-12-2005 19:30
Moon → Sun 19-12-2005 19:30 20-06-2006 00:20

Mars 20-06-2006 00:20 19-06-2013 00:20
Mars → Mars 20-06-2006 00:20 16-11-2006 03:42
Mars → Rahu 16-11-2006 03:42 04-12-2007 15:48
Mars → Jupiter 04-12-2007 15:48 09-11-2008 13:13
Mars → Saturn 09-11-2008 13:13 19-12-2009 08:39
Mars → Mercury 19-12-2009 08:39 16-12-2010 13:24
Mars → Ketu 16-12-2010 13:24 14-05-2011 16:46
Mars → Venus 14-05-2011 16:46 13-07-2012 19:32
Mars → Sun 13-07-2012 19:32 18-11-2012 15:34
Mars → Moon 18-11-2012 15:34 19-06-2013 00:20

Rahu 19-06-2013 00:20 19-06-2031 00:20
Rahu → Rahu 19-06-2013 00:20 01-03-2016 04:01
Rahu → Jupiter 01-03-2016 04:01 25-07-2018 17:57
Rahu → Saturn 25-07-2018 17:57 31-05-2021 16:30
Rahu → Mercury 31-05-2021 16:30 19-12-2023 01:19
Rahu → Ketu 19-12-2023 01:19 05-01-2025 13:25
Rahu → Venus 05-01-2025 13:25 06-01-2028 06:51
Rahu → Sun 06-01-2028 06:51 30-11-2028 00:04
Rahu → Moon 30-11-2028 00:04 31-05-2030 20:47
Rahu → Mars 31-05-2030 20:47 19-06-2031 00:20

Jupiter 19-06-2031 00:20 18-06-2047 00:20
Jupiter → Jupiter 19-06-2031 00:20 06-08-2033 04:43
Jupiter → Saturn 06-08-2033 04:43 17-02-2036 11:26
Jupiter → Mercury 17-02-2036 11:26 25-05-2038 08:36
Jupiter → Ketu 25-05-2038 08:36 01-05-2039 06:01
Jupiter → Venus 01-05-2039 06:01 30-12-2041 05:30
Jupiter → Sun 30-12-2041 05:30 18-10-2042 10:09
Jupiter → Moon 18-10-2042 10:09 17-02-2044 09:53
Jupiter → Mars 17-02-2044 09:53 23-01-2045 07:18
Jupiter → Rahu 23-01-2045 07:18 18-06-2047 00:20

Saturn 18-06-2047 00:20 17-06-2066 00:20
Saturn → Saturn 18-06-2047 00:20 20-06-2050 18:49
Saturn → Mercury 20-06-2050 18:49 27-02-2053 21:27
Saturn → Ketu 27-02-2053 21:27 08-04-2054 16:53
Saturn → Venus 08-04-2054 16:53 08-06-2057 07:17
Saturn → Sun 08-06-2057 07:17 21-05-2058 06:48
Saturn → Moon 21-05-2058 06:48 20-12-2059 14:00
Saturn → Mars 20-12-2059 14:00 28-01-2061 09:26
Saturn → Rahu 28-01-2061 09:26 05-12-2063 07:59
Saturn → Jupiter 05-12-2063 07:59 17-06-2066 00:20

Mercury 17-06-2066 00:20 17-06-2083 00:20
Mercury → Mercury 17-06-2066 00:20 12-11-2068 15:19
Mercury → Ketu 12-11-2068 15:19 09-11-2069 20:04
Mercury → Venus 09-11-2069 20:04 09-09-2072 16:32
Mercury → Sun 09-09-2072 16:32 17-07-2073 03:28
Mercury → Moon 17-07-2073 03:28 16-12-2074 13:42
Mercury → Mars 16-12-2074 13:42 13-12-2075 18:27
Mercury → Rahu 13-12-2075 18:27 02-07-2078 03:16
Mercury → Jupiter 02-07-2078 03:16 07-10-2080 00:26
Mercury → Saturn 07-10-2080 00:26 17-06-2083 00:20

Ketu 17-06-2083 00:20 16-06-2090 00:20
Ketu → Ketu 17-06-2083 00:20 13-11-2083 03:42
Ketu → Venus 13-11-2083 03:42 12-01-2085 06:28
Ketu → Sun 12-01-2085 06:28 20-05-2085 02:30
Ketu → Moon 20-05-2085 02:30 19-12-2085 03:53
Ketu → Mars 19-12-2085 03:53 17-05-2086 07:15
Ketu → Rahu 17-05-2086 07:15 04-06-2087 19:21
Ketu → Jupiter 04-06-2087 19:21 10-05-2088 16:46
Ketu → Saturn 10-05-2088 16:46 19-06-2089 12:12
Ketu → Mercury 19-06-2089 12:12 16-06-2090 00:20

Venus 16-06-2090 00:20 16-06-2110 00:20
Venus → Venus 16-06-2090 00:20 15-10-2093 11:42
Venus → Sun 15-10-2093 11:42 15-10-2094 17:30
Venus → Moon 15-10-2094 17:30 15-06-2096 11:11
Venus → Mars 15-06-2096 11:11 15-08-2097 13:57
Venus → Rahu 15-08-2097 13:57 16-08-2100 07:23
Venus → Jupiter 16-08-2100 07:23 17-04-2103 06:52
Venus → Saturn 17-04-2103 06:52 16-06-2106 21:16
Venus → Mercury 16-06-2106 21:16 16-04-2109 17:44
Venus → Ketu 16-04-2109 17:44 16-06-2110 00:20

Sun 16-06-2110 00:20 15-06-2116 00:20
Sun → Sun 16-06-2110 00:20 03-10-2110 14:04
Sun → Moon 03-10-2110 14:04 04-04-2111 04:58
Sun → Mars 04-04-2111 04:58 10-08-2111 01:00
Sun → Rahu 10-08-2111 01:00 03-07-2112 18:13
Sun → Jupiter 03-07-2112 18:13 21-04-2113 22:52
Sun → Saturn 21-04-2113 22:52 03-04-2114 22:23
Sun → Mercury 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Ketu 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
Sun → Venus 00-00-0000 00:00 00-00-0000 00:00
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Nature [Lagn Fala]

You are an PISCES  Ascendant Person.
 You are born in Pisces horoscope and that is why your weight will be ordinary and eyes will be big. There is a 

sense of gentleness present on your face. On your face there is an existing emotion of despair. Your hands will be flat. 
The lower height of the thumb will be fleshy and will be properly developed. The moon on the pinky (little finger) is also 
developed which is a sign of sensitivity and imaginational power. You are attractive and beautiful by looks. You are hard 
working, love serving guests; you are quick and clever in conversation and intelligent in studying. Palms will be fleshy, 
fingers are normally thick and hands will be soft. You are patient, satisfied, believer, loyal and also full of passion and 
materialistic. You want to unravel the secrets and you have a desire of being famous. You want to be with eager, sensitive 
and active people with Jupiter (Brihaspati) having a good position in your horoscope.

 You will have sudden profits. You want to live a luxurious and powerful life and you will live it. You will be 
satisfied with house, wife, kids, vehicles etc. You will be sad in your youth but happy in elder age. You want to be famous, 
attractive, friendly and an extrovert. You help other people who are in trouble. You want that people understand you. You 
don't like argument at the time of suggestion. Your mysterious life is full of signals and symbols. You don’t nourish any 
bad intentions even if you are a sensual person. You laugh even in the situation of trouble. You openly express your 
thoughts and also respect the thoughts of others. Your knowledge is self-gained. Your mind quickly goes to travel 
description and history. You don't want to live under someone and as a dependent and that is why you are worried for you 
future. Saving for future might make you look like a miser and will always seen a worried person. You can make good 
plans but lack of excitement doesn't let you implement it. You have a habit of staying calm, serious and moony. 
Sometimes you think that the whole world is your enemy. You are philanthropic and apologetic. You like to provide 
comfort to others rather than you own family. You don't give up your patience in tragedy. Normally you make Ivory 
Towers so you do different work at the same time and you start them together.

 If you do only one work by deep thinking and understanding you might be successful. You always lose by 
listening to your friends but still you stay dependent on them. You should not take advice from anyone and should only 
listen to your special friends. If you do a work that has been chosen by you, you can become very successful at it. You 
easily become discouraged so you should firmly give up this bad habit. You are your friend's well wisher, confident and 
respect law. There will be a natural respect for you in music and literature. You respect traditional customs and follow 
fortune stars and lucky days. Normally your behavior is good. You will earn huge amount of money but your money goes 
on extravagance, lottery, betting and by relatives. You are fond of food and want others to join you on your house and eat 
with them, this brings you pleasure. Your friendship will be great with Gemini (Mithun), Taurus (Vrish), Virgo (Kanya), 
Capricorn (Makar) and Aquarius (Kumbh) people and their and yours behavior will be good too. Lucky days for you are 
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday and other days might be unlucky.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Character and Behavior

 You are a visionary and you fulfill majority of your dreams. You have an extra ordinary power 
of foreshadowing. There is a mysterious attraction present in you and that is you personal 
characteristics. You are very humble but your humbleness is an indicator of you serious contemplation. 
You can't explain your true form to others. People who are deceptive use your humbleness to their profit 
very easily. You are extremely sympathetic, shy and don't make contact with those who don't like to 
brag about their abilities. On special occasions, sometimes you seem limited and sometime distinct. You 
deceit and also you face deceit. You favor signals for facts visionary intervention for actual work and 
smile for laughing. It is difficult to understand your feelings. Drinking alone gives you strength. You are 
willing to sacrifice anything in the area of feelings. For weak, there is the place called sympathy present 
in your heart.

 You want to do important work and meet important people. Your principles are high but you 
turn your face from reality. In your brilliance, many works are left undone. You like mystery and you like 
trusted people you should accept the things the way they are. Your desire and imagination are not in 
the color. You should be determined in building your future otherwise you will consider ignorant. You 
cannot choice a correct set of friends. You should save yourself from being another's object. You are 
trustworthy but you wide your own abilities. You are always concerned and stubborn too. You should 
bear the misery of other's emotional distress. You should not become cheap. It is fruitful for you to stay 
alone rather than carrying the weight of others. You should make good use of abilities by joining an 
organization or institution. When you are determined, your loneliness ends. You should get rid of your 
duplex personality and the things the way they are so as to save yourself from self deceit. You vary your 
imagination in your imaginational world. If you take fantasy as fantasy there is nothing wrong. You want 
to look mysterious. You always present beautiful art work and are also creative. You are more firm than 
you think you are. There is an extreme ability of staying cheerful present in you. Love can heal your 
annoying part. You are an admirer of art expression. Your intuition power can understand most of the 
things very easily, which is difficult for materialistic people to understand.

 You can solve problems even without having mathematical knowledge. It is important for you 
to display creative and artistic side of yours otherwise you might suffer losses. Sympathy and 
cooperation are your distinct activities. You sometimes help the ill, orphans and the inept. You like to 
collect dancing and you like to sit at the beach. You don't trust social rules and traditions. If you use 
your abilities in a creative way then you can attain the highest spot. Pisces people can do anything for 
their partner, if trusted and loved. You like being lonely and being with your closed ones. You become 
unorganized when you live a public and crowded life. You can get into trouble by helping your friends. 
You are been in making the people standup who fall. You are not selfish but sometimes you don't like 
the person who behaves equally with others and sometimes your behavior becomes fickle and 
uncertain. You should think twice before helping others because you are not successful every time. You 
are emotional towards your situations and people. You don't like accepting social laws and restrictions. 
You should keep your feeling of self surrender to a low and should focus on satisfying yourself with 
others.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Childhood

 In your childhood you were beautiful, fragile, gentle and tender hearted. You should live in 
hot and summer areas because winters affect you badly. You should consume sweets and chilies in a 
low quantity. If you are directed right in your childhood then you will shine bright in the future. You 
should behave kindly with your family. You should be directed towards sports because your body is very 
tender and will stay like this if you are not excited towards playing sports. There will be troubles in your 
childhood due to which you have to face loss and disrespect.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Youth

 In your youth, you are sensitive known of the mental conditions; help the ones who are in 
need and are a conscious personality. Capricorn (Makar) can be your unique friends, you don't go well 
with Virgo (Kanya) people and Cancer (Kark) people will become your creative helper. You are 
imaginative towards the future. You are aware of the appropriate time and place. You are considered 
flashy lover, mysterious and introvert. You are critical and self manager. You are people's confidant 
dreamer but will make your dreams come true. You should increase your self confidence and should see 
the world in a factual way. Understanding yourself will be good for. You see wealth as a mysterious 
object. You are interested in it in flow and outflow you should make a budget go with it accordingly. You 
are supported with earnings from unexpected manner. Studying accounting will be beneficial for you. 
You are considered emotional but in reality you're stubborn. You are close to your father and you are not 
near to your mother. Towards your father your behavior is respectful with a sense of fear present.

 You are an idealistic when it comes to success. To become successful you look for a partner 
who is aware of your feelings and can help you in achieving your dreams. You are unable to define 
success. You should not wear the trouble of others. You adore Love poems and books are an important 
part of your life. You will achieve because you believe in yourself and your dreams. You should look at 
your imaginations and dreams in an actual way. Your Inner abilities will affect you more than your outer 
image. You look at other as an intellectual challenge. Sometimes your attention towards other becomes 
more sympathetic and that is why others will try to put pressure on you inappropriately. Youngsters of 
this horoscope are wiser than their actual age. After starting a work you want to finish it quickly. It is 
difficult for people to understand you but you are aware of your strength and yourself. You should study 
astrology and its related subject which will bring you efficiency in that area.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Your Livelihood

 In which area you will achieve success? That can only be determined by analyzing the 
positions of your planets deeply, but normally Pisces people are naturally attracted to art, music, poetry 
and writing and you can earn quite a livelihood from it. You are attracted towards mysteries and will be 
interested in language, investigation, Maritime or a creative head. Other means your livelihood might be 
from the field of detective, beauty expert, druggist (dealer in medicine) navy sergeant and a chairman 
of a museum, library and sanitary department. You can also be a capable dancer, chemist, driver, oil 
officer, photographer and shoemaker can also become your area. Other than that play, film, television 
film, beauty and extra sensitive products business are right up your alley. So these topics respective 
profession and business are related with your imaginations. You can also be a magician, writer, poet, 
critic, editor and an advertisement specialist. Literature affects you so you are keen towards publishing. 
People are impressed by your intuition powers so they ask for your opinion and help. Therefore 
astrology, palmistry and a statist will be beneficial for you. You can be a creator of night club and 
beautiful restaurant. You can give massive success in film industry. Import Export can also be beneficial 
for you. Your prime years would be 13 to 21 and 30 to 40 years.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Life Partner and Romantic Relation

 You are romantic nature wise. You love beauty and deformity or ugliness might also attract 
you. Someone is out of your reach and take sympathy from you. Love will come with responsibilities in 
your case and not comes with happiness all the time. Your life is not fully satisfied without love you 
always fail in picking the right person. People of opposite sex who are attracted to you are emotional 
and have a free nature. You will have a sense of nobleness and self-respect. You are romantic but are 
also a conscious lover. You will love only your sweet hearts. Your married life is not always pleasant. 
Physical relation is an important part in your life. Your thoughts are more than just physical relation, you 
want to stay in thoughtful romance, but you don't often get success because that makes you extremely 
romantic. You create an illusion that you have claimed everything because you have found love and 
because of that you make more mistakes than an average person. Physically you will be attracted to 
Cancer (Kark) and Virgo (Kanya) people; you can also marry a Virgo.

 Your approaches in love are meant for heart break and dream crushing. Physical relation may 
be imaginary for you. Without romance you love means nothing. You live sex and food. You want an 
intelligent partner, one who does not become a weight on you but becomes a helper but you are 
attracted to only those who are willing to become a weight on you. So, it is necessary for you to 
carefully select a partner. You are emotional in relations and love but if lay a base of practical 
foundation in your romance; it is beneficial for you and your partner. Your behavior will be duplex just 
like the Gemini (Mithun) people. You can love more than one person at the same time. You should not 
treat your dear like a customer but let them have the opportunity to give and present you something. 
You can live a much happier life by getting married rather than living alone however you don't consider 
pleasure as absolute. If you are in love, you can also get along with extremely furious people. If you 
don't focus much on self display and don't waste and don't waste your time on impressing others then 
you life can certainly be pleasing. Even if your partner is not loyal, you will still do anything for them. 
You can sacrifice all of yourself for the sake of your love. Your emotions will be dominant on your body. 
In brief, you are sexually oriented. You have some superior and specific abilities due to which your foes 
will also become impressed by you. That is why, after marriage there is a chance that other accidents in 
love might happen.

 You are keen to get married in an early age even when you don't know nothing about life but 
actually getting married at an early age will not become an obstacle for you, it'll make and keep you 
more excited than ever. You are a complete individualist in the matter of love and marriage. You love 
luxury but you shop to level low because of your pride. You have a great ability in attracting the 
opposite sex but you won't have to face many problems because of these relations. There is a chance 
that you might get married more than once and one of these marriages is going to bring you a lot of 
misery. Males and females who are born in this horoscope ascendant will lead a prosperous life and will 
have a rise in their fortune if they can get in touch with each other. Emotions and succulence is present 
in your love. Your arguments are extremely weak. According to modern age you should get married 
between 21 to 31 years and this will also be possible. When you turn 40, there will be a rising fear of 
your enemy whom you have to fight for the rest of your life. You will have an incredible thirst for money 
and you will consider yourself poor even when you have sufficient amount of money. You might get 
married or build a strong friendship with someone from the opposite sex in your youth. You might get 
married in these ages 16, 18, 19, 21 or 22. Pleasure of an offspring will be good for you. Your first 
offspring might get born when you are into the age of 22, 25, 27 or 32. You might be having a total of 
eight kids.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Disease and Distress

 You might have a trouble in your legs and back so you should not stay that in the same 
position for long. You should stay away from drugs and alcohol and should control your experiments. 
Shravan (5th month of the Hindu calendar) and Bhadrapada (6th month) will be generator of problems 
for your health. In your first year of age you might have a illness, five fear in 3rd, cholera in 7th, Pain in 
9th, 10th might be blood disease, will fall from a tree or any high place in 12th year, fear of snakes in 
16th year, disease in 19th, water phobia in 25th year and in 30 and 32 it is possible that you get cough 
disease. Years 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 14, 16, 19, 20, 23, 28, 40, 42, 44, 45, 50, 51, 54, 57 or 67 might be hard for 
your health. The disease you might get at the age of 23 will be the one that will bring the most misery. 
There is a possibility you might encounter arthritis, gout, skin disease, paralysis and other infectious 
disease. You might get into trouble because of sudden earnings of money. You might have to fight Real 
Estate related case. There is a chance that your household will be a place where a lot of accidents 
(sudden) will take place. You should give up drinking and use of other narcotic. You will create many 
situations so as to run out of the house when you are young. There is a chance you will marry more than 
once and one of these marriage will bring you lot of misery which you will have to bear.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Pisces Females

 Your eyes are filled with invitation and sentimentality. Sympathy and kindness are first and 
foremost. Males who contact you should not cover the truth because you love truth and despise lies. You 
are a poet and warrior hand to hand. You can change according to the situation. You have an incredible 
ability to read a person. If your trust is won, you can become an ideal partner. You feel terrible when you 
are not able to grab the attention of your husband over some matter. You like dancing and acting. Most 
of the cine starlets are from this horoscope ascendant. Your body is tall, angular, fair complexion and 
you have a rude behavior so you might sound as arrogant women. In your youth mental impression, 
inclined and declined and also your behavior will deteriorates. You will have more sisters than brothers.

 You will travel a lot and will earn money from it. Your genuine friends are very less. You might 
have to face a big problem because of a secret enemy or a backstabbing close friend. Your fortune will 
start rising from age 16 and 18 years, 22 to 27 years will be most important. Business will progress on 
the age 42 to 52. Solar months like Jyesth (third month of Hindu calendar), Ashwin (seventh month) and 
Kartik (eighth month) will be lucky for you. Blue and purple are your lucky colors. Wednesday and Friday 
are your lucky days. Western months June, October and November will be lucky. If you are born on a 
Tuesday or Saturday, you can become a successful wrestler or a soldier. You will start you own business 
at the age of 24 and might generate money from it.
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RAHUL SHARMA
Manglik Yog Analysis

Manglik Yog Details

 

This Chart is Manglik.

 

As One or More conditions for being Manglik are Successfully Satisfied in this Chart.

 

Manglik Percentage : 125 %

 

Please Read Info & remedies Below as you have Manglik yog in your Kundli.

 

About Manglik Yog

Manglik horoscope is not bogle, many parents are afraid of manglik horoscope and some 
of them are so afraid that they do not show their child's horoscope and if they do, they say that 
their child is 'Partial Manglik' or there is a little effect of planet Mars (Mangal). Parents think that 
Planet Mars will cause a huge delay in their children's marriage. It is necessary that before 
marriage, the manglik matching in the horoscope of the bride & groom should be done. In reality 
you should not be worried at all because every 40 out of 100 horoscopes are manglik and out of 
them, 30-40 percent are those who can marry a non-manglik male or female. From this perspective, 
it can be said that only 20-30 percent people are non-manglik and they can marry person who are 
not manglik. So, While matching Ashtkoot Properties, Manglik defect also known as Kuja defect 
should be checked side by side but it should be done very carefully.

If deeply analysed, many of the horoscopes are manglik but that is the thing people 
should not worry about because there are so many examples of mangal defect prevention that in 
50% of them, the defect wears off naturally and 40% are removed through mangal match while 
match-making the horoscopes. Hence, 90% of the manglik horoscopes are those whose defect can 
be easily solved.
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What is Manglik Horoscope??
The person who has mars in the Lagna, fourth, seventh, eighth or twelfth house is 

considered a manglik, that means mars will be a road block in their marriage life. Other than the 
houses mentioned above, some scholar belived that a person can be called a manglik if they have 
mars on their second house. Hence, if the groom has mars on any of the houses mentioned above 
and the bride doesn't have any then the effect will be troublesome for the bride and vice-versa. Same 
situations of mars can also be deadly for the bridegroom.

Note : Only this yog cannot become the reason for someone's death; for that many points 
are to be considered while analizing the horoscope. We at www.kundli.click dont Support Baseless 
Conclusions, that are made from outside of Astrological Rules.

Why mars is considered the only painful planet when it comes to marriage life?
There are planet as sinful as mars in the home (Twelfth, Fourth, Seventh, or Eighth) as reflected in the horoscpe of 
the bride or groom then how it will affect their married life?

Mars is the prime planet of fire element – Anger or Violence, unlike Saturn (Shani) who by 
disease, slowly inflicts trouble, mars, when the situation is unfavourabe , damages the married life 
quickly by anger and or violence or sometimes an injury due to an accident. As the mangal who is 
sitting on the twelfth aspect looks upon the marital harmony of the 7th aspect with the fall view of 
8th sign the mars sitting on a house does same and looks on the 7th aspect with the full 7th sight. 
Mangal sitting on the 4th house looks at the 7th aspect with the 4th sight and by sitting on the 7th, 
mangal itself becomes a barrier for the conforting aspect due to its cruel nature. It is seen that mars 
located in the horoscope as on the eighth aspect brings or develops animosity with the family of bride 
or groom and because of that it affects the relation between them. It is believed that the twelfth 
house is related with the sexual life of bride and groom, mars sitting on this house becomes a barrier 
on this too. Here, mars causes the bride and groom to think violent thought during sex. Fourth house 
is related to married life and material prosperity. On the eighth house, mars can cause an 
unfavorable effect on the personal harmony of the couple. Eighth house is related to the widowhood 
of bride/groom. Because the eigth house is twice of the seventh house. It makes the couple think 
about faily and household. Hence Mars, If having a position or looks or either of these two houses 
destroys the prosperity of the household in any way. Other houses apart from the above mentioned 
shall be taken into account and the astrologer should discuss that the reflection of mars should be 
viewed through ascendant's house or moon's ascendant. Many astrologers looks only ascendant 
horoscope. Where as in the Parashara's theory along with discussing the ascendant horoscope and 
moon's ascendant [ the mpact of mars ] It is Important for the astrologer to discuss the ascendants of 
bride and groom by taking Jupiter as the bride's ascendant planet and Venus (Shukra) as the groom's 
ascendant planet. In addition while studying the manglik defect, astrologer should also studythe 
moon horoscope, Venus horoscope and Jupiter horoscope because ascendant is the body, moon is 
mind and venus is representative of Sex (coition) now the things is to look out far is out of ascendant, 
moon and other horoscopes which of these having the most impact on the boy or girl. Others mmade 
their impact too. Not as much as the dominating one. So, while discussing the horoscope, the 
dominating one should be preferred. Others should be kept in mind too but as compares to the first, it 
should be less.
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Cancellation of Manglik Yog defect
While Studying the horoscope of the both girl and boy and both of them turns out to be mangik Connection 

(Yog) and it is the best Mangli Matching. Other then that if any of the bride / groom is manglik and other has sun, 
Saturn (Shani) or Dragons Head (Rahu) sitting or any of the house like first, second, fourth, seventh, eighth or twelfth 
then the manglik defect will be eradicated. Same of the astrologers misunderstood the facts related to this orignal 
verses. According to them, if in any one of the person's horoscope, mangal is located on the house mentioned and in 
the same House Sun, Saturn or Rahu is placed or any of the houses then the defect of mangal on that person is 
automatically eradicated. Hence, it is not important that the life partners are also manglik. Their assumptionss are 
totally wrong and they are giving it a bad meaning. They should know that if a person is already manglik ( Mars 
located in any of the house) and has either Sun, Saturn or Rahu that the manglik effect will be doubled / tripled. 
Avoidance is ony done when in any of the bride/groom has mars in their horoscope and the other, if not mars, have 
either Sun, Saturn or Rahu.

Some scholars say that avoidance happens when their sun is in the ascendant or in the seventh house. 
Other than sun, there can also be saturn or rahu. But these scholars doesn't considered avoidance or any other 
houses. They say that 7th related to the life partner full stop mask and sit on the 12th house and look upon 7th house 
with full view but Saturn and Rahu cant look up on the 7th house while sitting on these houses then how come by 
sitting on 12th and 4th house can Saturn and Rahu can eradicate the Manglik defect in place of this they can have the 
same audience from 5th and 12th house because Saturn situated on 5th with full 3rd vision and Saturn situated on 
10th with full 10th Vijay will look upon the 7th house from which that Manglik defect will work I like for all the 
respective brothers for all the respective brothers Guruji has only this to say that material relationships are not the 
case of 7th house only 12th house is related to luxury and sexual union. Sun Situated on the 12 house even if not 
looking at Saturn Rahu will destroy the pleasure of material and sexual union. Saturn or Rahu of 2nd house will create 
barriers on the prosperity of a family. 4th house Saturn or Rahu will destroy marital life. All of these delight are related 
with life partner and household luxuries. As a result the position of Sun, Saturn and Rahu sitting on the ascendant, 4th, 
7th and 12th house makes the Mangal defect on the bride/ groom negligent. On the other hand, there are same 
situations where if not completely gave,  Mangal defect lessons over the time.

If Mars is located on the 7th house or looks on the 7th house then the Mangal effect will be closer to none 
because first, No planet would want to damage their own house and second, by sitting on the 7th ( which provides 
marital prosperity ) the house will become powerful and will make it even more stronger by watching it. In both cases, 
mars will not harm the life partner. Like that, if Mars is the owner of the both centre and triangle it will not harm 
because it is the caretaking planet. If there is a cordiality between the horoscopes of bride-groom, counts as same, or 
more than 30 properties are matched then Mangal defect dies. If a person has a Manglik defect on his/her horoscope 
and their partner has a strong laganesh or saptamesh, so his/her life will not be in danger even if he/she is a Manglik 
defected but there might be same conflict between the bride and groom. If the groom is Mangal defected but on the 
other hand his saptmesh, 7th house and Venus are strong then her wife who has no Mangal defect will continue to 
lead a good marital life because where Mars who is the destroyer of bride prosperity, saptmesh and 7th house along 
with Venus are the indicator of bride prosperity. Hence both the defects will become equal.

On the other hand if a bride has mangal defect but her 7th house, saptamesh and Jupiter ( who is a factor 
of marriage) is strong and Jupiter is also on the centre of Venus,  the defect of Mangal should not be taken into 
consideration. Thus, it is important to do an all round - check on the horoscope while discussing Manglik defect and an 
experience astrologer should be brought in.
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Manglik Positions of Mars
If Mars is positioned on your ascendant and if there are no step taken 2 eradicate then :- 

You will carry a quickness in your behaviour, sometimes angry and will try to show your dominance in 
every situation you are in. This position of mars effect your 4th house by keeping an eye on it. 
Weakness in family relations be an indication because of not conducting a mangli-match. You will 
have a difference in opinion with your mother and you might have a weak relation with your father in 
law. Sometimes you might get into a physical fight with your life partner because of your angry 
behaviour. Because of this situation, you will want to control your life partner which will lead to 
unnecessary arguments and it might even result in divorce. If Mars is in your venus,  taurus or libra 
then that situation will make you a work thirsty that may affect your household peace and rudeness 
towards your life partner. Relations between you and your inlaws will be affected by mars looking 
through the eighth vision.

If mars is situated on your 4th house and no steps are taken to eradicate this situation :-  
The behaviour of mother and father-in-law towards you will be rude, angry, stubborn and always an 
Angry one.  Your mother with your daughter/ son-in- law and your father-in-law with you are not 
behaving properly and as a result there will be clashes between Daughter and mother-in-law and son 
and father-in-law and as a result you are struck in the middle. Your workplace might get affected 
because of heat. Continuous stress might lead to tension in your household life. If this mangal is not 
repaired in time then no matter how hard you try, you cant fix it.

If Mangal (Mars) is situated in your 7th house and is not removed :- then your life partner 
will be fast flowing aggressive will try to fight in even the smallest of things and will always want to 
make and accept his or her. This type of Mangal can be bad for your mother-in-law. Your life partner 
looks older than his/her actual age. Because of the violent behaviour of your partner, you will face 
new Enemies and face adverse situations. Hence, tensions stays between both of you which might 
lead to divorce. If not corrected then along with the above conditions you will have to face 
segregation from your partner.

If your horoscope has Mangal (Mars) situated on your 8th house and is not removed then :-  
your life partner will be harsh and violent in nature, has a bitter behaviour towards family and will 
hate you. Prolonged illness of your partner will become the cause of economic distress. Why does not 
my partner love me after all the nursing and care ? This thought leads to disappointment and result in 
less love and economic problems, disappointment in household. Your partner has bad relations with 
the young ones.

If your Horoscope has Mangal situated on your 12th house and is not removed through 
proper measures then :- you might get defect in your eyes and decease in your intimate life. You 
might loose your physical or financial prosperity due to enemies, debt, competition or because of any 
illness. Your personal relationships with your partner might get affected also and a result of this might 
be his or her illness and its natural that your sexual life might get disturbed too because of this 
illness. Violent behavior along with your spot anger gets in the way of your marital life because it 
slowly mixes in it and when it comes out it might be explosive. Establishing control over your relation 
with partner will be extremely difficult for you.
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Manglik Yog & Marriage
Tensions arise when the bride and groom came to know that both of them are Manglik. 

There is always an unknown pressure on their mind and relations are formed when they meet a 
Manglik defect. Sometimes, even after the Manglik matching, problems arise. So, what should be 
done to deal with the problems ? And also, what are the cause and effect of Mangal defect ? The only 
reason this is being written is that the readers should should thoroughly know about the cause, effect 
and remedies of this defect. If Mars (Mangal) is situated on the ascendant 2nd , 4th , 7th, 8th and 
12th house then the Mangal defected born. Mars (Mangal) is a cruel, dark, violent, breave, 
multiplying, political and active planet. Having a Mangal defect on your Horoscope will lead to 
dispute, accidents, tension filled behaviour in  intimate life, divorse and other unfavourable situations 
like death. The reason behind this is the properties of the planet.  The effect is relatively low when 
mars is favourable and stays on these houses.

1. Considerably, if both the bride and groom has Mangal defect then this mega defect dies.
2. If one is Manglik and the other one is not but the later has Saturn or Rahu located in 

his/her 1st, 4th, 7th, 8th and 12th house then this defect fades out.
3. According to the famous astrology book 'Prashana-Marg' when mars is on same house 

and the ruler of that particular house is strong and guards that house along with saptamesh or Venus 
is not at the tryo place. There is little chance that mars will cause defect.

4. According to 'Bhavdeepika', If mars is on the venus horoscope and the ruler of the 
seventh house becomes strong and is in the centeral(kendra) houses or in the triangle(trikon) houses, 
the mangal defect ends.

5. If Mars is in its higher horoscope Capricorn (Makar) or in the horoscope of itself Aries 
(mesh), Scorpio( Vrischik) or in the year peer horoscope Leo (Simha), Sagittarius (Dhanu) and Pisces 
(meen) then there is no Mangal defect.

6. If Jupiter has a Aspect(drishti) on mars then there is no mars defect.
Other than the avoiding situations explained above there are other phenomenon that make 

the Mangal defect ineffective and there are other special situations where these steps can be taken :- 
Mangal Yantra, Mangal peace ordination(mangal shanti puja), aquarious marriage and regular mangal 
worship can be performed to lesser the Mangal defect. Wearing Coral ring can be beneficial. Scholars 
have said that mangal defect can lasts till 28 years.The concept of Mangal defect looks more 
orthodox than scientific. Mangal defect is not as dangerous as told by people.
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Remedies of Mangal Defect

Tulsi (Basil) marriage
Aquarius or Basil marriage can be used as a remedy against the defect. Fast of Savitri and 

Mangala Gauri is also suitable. Pomegranate should be consumed on Tuesday. Vermillion (Sindoori 
Red) coloured Coral can also be worn. Mangal yantra inscribed as copper can bring Mercy.

Gayatri Ritual Jap Anushthaan
If Mangal in horoscope is very bad, so that there is no other way than dummy/ghat 

marriage. Then Recite the Gayatri Mantra Mala(108 beads) for 40 days, daily 32 times Gayatri Mantra 
Mala and on the 41st day 108 offering(samagri aahuti) Gayatri yagna shall be done and also 
everyday a Sunderkand path should be held and as a result every Mangal defect will be gone. Mangal 
(Mars) is not that dangerous as some scholars depicts it to be.

Ghat (Decrease/Dummy) marriage
Human life is filled with equality and inequality sometimes. The girl is Manglik but the boy 

is liked by the family. But the Mangal match is not possible but both the girl and boy likes each Other 
because they do not believe in such things and as a result their family members are worried. In that 
situation, astrologers have suggested remedy called Ghat marriage. As per the mentons in ancient 
texts there is a upaya, remedy of kumbh vivah (ghat marriage) for those having Manglik Yog, Vish 
Yog, Vaidhavya Yog or Dwibharya Yog. Apart from kumbh/ghat vivah, Some females can first marry 
the effigy of Lord Vishnu made from the woods of a banyan tree. In Southern India people marry a 
banana tree and then sheds it into the river.

Use of Mangal gemstone and talisman yantra
Both boy and girl should wear coral decorated in mangal yantra in Locket form in order to 

calm them self. Before marriage this yantra provides security in the house of in laws and after 
marriage this yantra brings pleasant household conditions. It is proven that Mangal yantra is better 
than Coral ring. It is to be maintained above the belly button because of which it stays pure and 
second it contains mantra, yantra and Stone as a triple effect. The mantra of Mangal should be 
recited ten thousand times and prayers should be offered in hawan. For peace regular recital of 
Parvati Mangal stotra. If anyone gets married by mistake without knowing the defect then a recital of 
'sundarkand' should be done in the house.
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Mantra Remedies for Manglik Yog
1. Mangal defected

Boy or Girl should recite the 'Sri Mangal Chandika Strota' everyday from 7 to 21 malas(108 beads) 
and should light a Panchmukhi deepak (eathern lamps). The mantra are as follows : -
Raksha Raksha Devi Mangala Chandike, Harike vipavadam harsha mangala kaarikee.Harsha 
mangala dakshecha harsha mangala dayake, Subhe mangala dakshecha subhe mangala 
Chandike.Mangala mangala dakshecha sarva mangala mangalye, Sada mangalade devi sarvesham 
mangalalaye.
Extra: Mangalashtita devi manganancha mangale, Samsara mangaladare parecha sarva karmana, 
Prati mangala vaarecha poojya mangala sukhaprade.

2. Remedy for Mangal Defected Girl
This mantra should be recited for 108 times for 48 days :-
Sindhur patra ratikamdeh, divyambar sindhu samihitangama. Sandhyarun dhanuah pankjpushpaban, 
panchayudh bhuvan mohan moksh gartham. Falai manmathay mahavishnu svarupay, mahavishnu 
putray, mahapurushay. pati sukhan mohe shighra dehi dehi.

Method : - Face should be towards north or north east and mantra should be recited while sitting on a 
confortable asana ( A cloth for worship purpose). While doing this, the reciter has to wear a yellow 
cloth, a tilak should be placed on the forehead. The Deepak of Desi Ghee should be lit the whole 
times while chanting. Prasad of Raisins (kishmish) should be given. Minimum 108 times the mantra 
should be recited. Some water should be poured into the hands (anjali) then after reciting the Mantra 
the water should be released on the ground, once with each mantra recitation.

3. Uses Of Shri Durga saptashati for Male Candidate
Manglik defected males should recite this Argala Strotra Part of Durga Saptshati mantra and should 
recite verse no 24 three times Daily.
Patnim Manoramam Dehi Manovritanu Sarineem |Tarineem Durg Sansar Sagarasya Kulodbhavaam ||
(If female is doing the recital / chanting, the husband should use these "shabar mantra" as accepted 
and under the guidance of the Guru (gurumukh) ). By doing the durga saptashati recital, prosperity 
comes in home. The no. of recital is 51. 
Om Ambe Ambike Ambalike na, Manayati Kashchana.Sasatyashwakah Subhadrikam, Kampeel 
vasinim.Dehi Saubhagyam Aarogyam, Dehi Me Paramam Sukham.
Rupam Dehi, Jayam Dehi, Yasho Dehi, Dwisho Jahi.Sarva Mangala Mangalye, Sive Sarvartha 
Sadhike.Saranye Trayambike Gauri, Narayani Namostute.
Similarly, those planets which are bad or restricted for the bride will be countered by grooms planet 
otherwise not. If the girl's seventh house is venus or other gentle planet, then she should be 
considered lucky.
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